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A spirited guide packed with everything you need to know to embroider like a pro and transform any

plain piece of fabric or fabric surface into a work of art. Combining attitude and instruction, projects

and inspirationÃ¢â‚¬â€•plus iron-on transfer pattern sheets and a die-cut practice stitch

cardÃ¢â‚¬â€• Embroider Everything Workshop  is a complete how-to. It covers all the major

embroidery stitching techniques: freehand embroidery, appliquÃƒÂ©, smocking, needlepoint,

beadwork, cross-stitch and blackwork. Then come the projects: 40 hip, clever, stylish, and useful

patterns that give readers a real taste of embroideryÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s possibilities.
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Diana Rupp founded and runs Make Workshop in New York City, the hip craft school that teaches

everything from how to use a sewing machine to spinning your own yarn. She lives in Brooklyn,

New York.

This book is for the "newbie" like me who doesn't know how to do embroidery or cross-stitch and

want to learn quickly. She, Diana Rupp, shows you everything you need to know and to buy, and

teaches you all the stitches that you need to learn. The book comes in "spiral type" format, you can

fold it easily on the page you want it! She even includes a practice page/cardboard kind where you

can practice some stitches, plus the book comes with an attached envelope with patterns for

projects where you can choose from. It's really modern and nice, I like it!



I am addicted to embroidery books, and this one has a great selected of tips and projects. It goes

beyond embroidery...it also has an array of stitching projects such as cross stitch, which I am

anxious to learn. I will say I wish it just focused on hand embroidery, but I still really like the book. I

also love the spiral binding, which makes it easy to lay flat and access.

This was everything I wanted and MORE. There is even a practice stitch card to use as a beginner.

The spiral binding makes it easy to set up and read as your sew. The pages of supplies with photos

is followed by a glossary explaining what each item is and used for. This has to be the best beginner

book both in content and design. Thank you.

Books has more history about the origin of stitching that good examples for people to learn the art of

stitching, I understand this is for beginners but beginners need to visulize and follow clear directions,

this book is a cook book for embroidery , it needs more visual examples.

This book is so detailed I don't see how you could not learn from it. It's like a hard back spiral

notebook so you can leave it open and work directly from the book.

This is like having a mini bible on every type of needle work. It is not a big book but well organized. I

like how it touches upon everything that I may have a question or want to know. Granted, it won't

hold your hand but it's enough when you are new to needling. A good investment and worth a place

on my bookshelf.

All embroidery instruction, very little of cross stitch instruction, if any. Returned.

Ordered this for my granddaughter to teach her out to stitch.
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